Constructional systems and equipment

Volkswagen Amarok 4x4 and 4x2

Hardtop Model Versions

For more than 20 years, Road Ranger has been a pickup truck specialist in developing and customizing of
precisely fitting vehicle-specific Hardtops.
The design and development is focused on individual
and application-specific functions combined with
high-quality products.
Road Ranger hardtops are constructed using multilayer laminated glass fiber mats. The UV-resistant
surface is made of durable, very robust Gelcoat.
The painting process uses the most modern knowledge of surface treatment and the latest European
regulations.
Road Ranger hardtops “Made in Europe” with
extended 3 year warranty and ABE.
Road Ranger provides a complete functional equipment series of hardtops and selected modular accessories. Practical, custom and application-specific
components for industrial use, private requirements
and for leisure.
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Equipment for your Amarok
Custom-made!
Constructional Systems / hardtops and cover
RH3
BacPac
Vario-Top
Extendable load floor
Bedliner
Bedliner carpet/3-piece loading platform
Hardtop equipment and accessories
Toolbox
Cover

Commercial Equipment
Service-Mobile RH3/BacPac
Service-Mobile Vario-Top
Workshop-Mobil e
Accessories
Transport-Mobile
Carrier systems
Winch system
Loading space extension/Rear window protection
BusinessHold tie-down system
Accessories

Leisure equipment
Picnic-Mobile
Roof tent-Mobile
Camp-Mobile
Camping-Mobile
Equitational-Mobile
Hunter-Mobile
Dog-Mobile
Hobby-Mobile
Accessories
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Vario-Top patent pending, including protected design
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Hardtop RH3

Hardtop RH3 Standard with solid sides

Art. 6020

Hardtop RH3 Special with tinted side windows (pop-out)

Art. 6021

Hardtop RH3 Professional with lockable side access doors (ABS, black)

Art. 6022

Technical data

The tinted side windows of the RH3 special-

Width/mm

1.695

version offer the best visibility and hardtop

Length/mm

1.570

ventilation.

Height/mm

585

Optimal ventilation is gained when combin-

Loading height/mm

960

ing the opening side windows with the front

Loading width/mm
Weight/kg (je nach Ausstattung)
Maximum roof load/kg

1.300
60 - 65

sliding window fitted as standard.
For all applications where access to your

45

cargo is required quickly, perfect version is

Width of the side door/mm

900

the RH3 professional with lift up side doors.

Height of the side door/mm
4

400

Hardtop RH3
An elegant premium quality hardtop, level roof.
In three versions and two trim levels available and suitable for every application.

Standard equipment
Sliding front window, high-opening all-glass rear tailgate, one-handed operation using central
handle, double-sided locking mechanism, interior light, carpet headlining,
Rear spoiler with integrated third Brake light, simple and quick installation with 6 plastic
clamps. Available in white or colour coded to match vehicle.
Optional comfort features:
Rear window defroster and remote controlled entry to side and rear doors.

Hardtop RH3 Professional
with black ABS side doors
(picture shows comfort features)
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Hardtop BacPac

Hardtop BacPac Standard with solid sides
additionally equipped with carpet headlining

Art. 6010
Art. 6013

Hardtop BacPac Special with tinted sliding side windows (with fly screen)
additionally equipped with carpet headlining

Art. 6011
Art. 6014

Hardtop BacPac Professional
with lockable side access flaps (fiberglass, painted in hardtop colour)
additionally equipped with carpet headlining

Art. 6012
Art. 6015

Technical data

BacPac special version, complete with sliding

Width/mm

1.695

side windows, offers the best all-round visibil-

Length/mm

1.570

ity and optimum ventilation possibilities.

Height/mm

630

Loading heigth/mm

1.006

For all applications which require a quick

Loading width/mm

1.320

access to the load – the BacPac professional

Weight/kg (je nach Ausstattung)
Maximum roof load/kg

45 - 55
45

Width of the side flap/mm

980

Height of the side flap/mm
6

460

version with side flaps is the perfect solution.

Hardtop BacPac
Functional with maximum space advantage.
The Economy hardtop is a proven design for everyday use. It suits itself perfectly to the user
who requires expanded loading height, providing maximum loading volume.

Standard equipment
Front window, high-opening all-glass tailgate, one-handed operation using central handle,
double-sided locking mechanism, interior light, interior finish wiped silver or carpet, third Brake
light, quick and easy installation with 6 plastic clamps.
Available in white or colour coded to match vehicle.

Optional comfort features:
Rear window defroster and remote controlled entry to rear tailgate.

Hardtop BacPac Professional
with lockable side flaps
(picture shows comfort features)
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Vario-Top

Vario-Top Standard with solid sides

Art. 6030

Vario-Top Special with tinted side windows
(hinged windows on request)

Art. 6031

Vario-Top Professional with large, lockable doors (GFK)
Vario-Top Professional Plus also with tinted glass in the fiberglass side doors

Art. 6032
Art. 6033

Technical data

The extended hardtop part above the driver

Width/mm

1.850

cabin does not only improves fuel efficiency,

Length/mm

3.100

but also provides additional storage space for

Height/mm

950

Loading heigth/mm

1.430

Loading width/mm

1.220
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long loads such as ladders, pipes, etc.
Maximum variation in one hardtop model.

Vario-Top*
The high loading hardtop in aerodynamic and pleasing form and in any variations available
depending on your requirements.

Standard equipment
Sliding front window, high-opening tailgate with one-handed operation using central handle,
double-sided locking mechanism, LED interior lighting, carpet headlining, third brake light.
The two-part torsion balancing Hardtop construction* secures in two places, but does not
restrict vehicle performance. The vehicle cabin part is fitted using existing mounting points on
the vehicle roof. The main Hardtop section is secured using bolts to the load area bed rail.

Optional comfort features:
Rear window defroster and remote controlled entry to side and rear doors.

Vario-Top Professional
(picture shows comfort features)

* Patent pending, including protected design
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Vario-Top with lifting roof

Vario-Top Standard with lifting roof and solid sides

Art. 6040

Vario-Top Special with lifting roof and tinted side windows
(hinged windows on request)

Art. 6041

Vario-Top Professional with lifting roof and lockable side doors
(GPR painted in hardtop colour)
Vario-Top Professional Plus with lifting roof and tinted side windows in the side
doors
Technical data
Width/mm

1.850

Length/mm

3.100

Height/mm

950

Loading height/mm

1.430

Loading width/mm

1.220
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Art. 6042
Art. 6043

Vario-Top* with lifting roof
Lifting roof increases headroom, so you can work inside hardtop. Whether your prime use
is business or leisure, many possibilities are unlocked. Depending on the configuration you
desire, easily integrated modules for business or leisure are available. Including sleeping and
retractable entrance aid.

Standard equipment
Sliding front window, high-opening rear tailgate with one-handed operation, double-sided
locking mechanism, LED interior lighting, carpet headlining, third brake light, lifting roof.
The two-part torsion balancing hardtop construction* secures in two places, but does not restrict vehicle performance. The vehicle cabin part is fitted using existing mounting points on the
vehicle roof. The main Hardtop section is secured using bolts to the load area bed rail.
Available in white or colour coded to match vehicle.
Optional comfort features:
Rear window defroster and remote controlled entry to side and rear doors.

Vario-Top Professional
with lifting roof
(picture shows comfort features)

* Patent pending, including protected design
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Extendable load area floor
The optimal combination of quick access with load securing possibilities according to EU

The details

directives and VDI standards (DIN 75410-compliant).

Tough composite wooden top on plastic-

Up to 550 kg maximum load in the driving position, in full extension up to 250 kg.

coated metal frame with tie down rails to

The vehicle-specific design means the pick-up cargo area is optimally utilized. Road Ranger

secure loads. Ergonomic handling by 5-point

internal systems such as rear guard, winch system for the truck bed and load carrier can of

brake system with integrated stop-function.

course be mounted separately. In addition to offering infinite capabilities of individual system

With standard railing on safe load tie in travel

designs by means of system racks, special brackets, etc.

and transverse direction.

Art. 6000306
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Bedliner
Perfect protection for the truck bed
Impact-resistant ABS bedliner with tailgate protection, fits easy, acid-, oil- and salt-resistant.
The bedliner without edge protection (under rail version) is absolutely necessary for mounting
a hardtop, covers or a roll bar which will be mounted on the bed rail.
(picture shows additional features)
Art. 6000303
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3-piece loading platform

A clever accessory for your Road Ranger hardtop. The robust fiberglass elements are matching to hardtops, equipped with interior carpet, and
can easily be removed individually. The rear element provides also a convenient place to place goods.
Art. 6000302

Bedliner carpet

2-piece carpet for cargo space with tailgate protection. Especially when combined with the Road Ranger bedliner. Perfect choice for transporting precious items or pets. Carpet can be rolled forward and tied to the front when not needed. Secures using simple Velcro strips. A flexible
synthetic fabric protects tailgate hinges and edge. Easy to remove and can be cleaned using a pressure washer. Art. 6000301
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Hardtop equipment and accessories

Sliding front window

Interior

is standard equipment for Road Ranger

with easy to clean carpet headlining

Hardtops RH3 and Vario-Top

(Standard on RH3 and Vario-Top, optional

(optional for hardtop BacPac).

on BacPac)

Comfort equipment
Hardtop rear and side doors with electric release system with remote control, rear window
defroster

Roof vent

12 V socket

Spotlight

Aluminium, 265 x 210 cm

including wiring and fuse for the cargo area

12 V - 55W - H3, extra robust water resistant,

Art. 140802

Art. 21002

with handle and magnet-suction cup, on/off
switches on the spotlight (Made in Europe),
17 x 10 x 12 cm (PL.21.001)
Special mounting bracket hardtop (PL21.002),
suitable for RH3 and Vario-Top
15

Toolbox
Made of durable, weather-resistant plastic, lockable, with functional compartments and with
universal mounting kit.
Art. SB80025
Mounting kit for the BusinessHold tie-down system optional.
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AluCover
Proven cover made of aluminium, with sporty rail and double locking system.
Maximum load 100 kg. The load floor is perfectly usable, because the cover can be removed in
minutes without the need of tools.
Art. Nr. 6000105

Zubehör:
Cross bars for mounting on the cover rails, C-profile/pair (042250)
Bike-rack Giro speed, for mounting on the cross bars (082221, for one bike)
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SportCover

Attractive hardcover in very high quality, lockable, white (can be colour coded). Easy installation with no drilling! The load floor is perfectly usable, because the cover can be removed in minutes. Simple removal by loosening two thumbscrews. - Ideal for everyday . Art. 6000101

RollCover

Rain-resistant lockable aluminium blinds with vinyl coating. Convenient way to cover the truck bed. When opening the cover retracts in the front
canister. Complete with integrated tailgate locking system. (Extensive assembly by the additional water guiding elements). Art. 6000102
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SoftCover Rollup and Standard
Durable, black vinyl cover with integrated support bars.
The closed cover is recessed in the support frame and thus forms a homogeneous, flat surface
with the sill. The cover fastens to the frame by a quick convenient Velcro system.
This ensures a simple opening and closing.
For higher loads the cover simply rolls up to the front.
Alternatively, we also provide a simple standard snap fastening soft cover, in black vinyl. Snap
closure and two removable support bars (not shown).
SoftCover Standard Art. 6000104
SoftCover Rollup Art. 6000103

SoftCover Rollup
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Commercial equipment
Service-Mobile
RH3/BacPac
Vario-Top

22
24

Workshop-Mobile

26

Accessories

28

Transport-Mobile

30

Carrier system

32

Winch system

34

Loading space extension

36

BusinessHold tie-down system

38

Accessories

39
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Commercial Equipment

RH3 with service equipment

BacPac with service equipment

Using the BusinessHold tie-down system a second cargo level can also be mounted, either
equipped with drawer components or additional storage boxes.
The cargo area can be extended 75% and loads up to 250 kg. It can, depending on individual
requirements, be used to mount workshop modules, storage boxes or to fix cargo.
Completing the commercial version with the optional carrier system that increases the roof
load on the hardtop to 150 kg.
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Service-Mobile
Volume - used efficiently.
All the professional versions of the Road Ranger Hardtops are particularly suitable for service
equipment.
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Commercial equipment

Vario-Top
with service equipment
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Service-Mobile Vario-Top
Everything you need.
At an internal height of almost 150 cm, a loading height of 143 cm and a average loading width
of 122 cm in the Road Ranger Vario-Top you have maximum storage space and your equipment
can be handled easily. If desired modular, removable workshop modules can be integrated,
a second cargo level and extendable truck bed floor. The expanded storage space above the
driver’s cabin is ideal for storing long ladders and pipes etc.
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Commercial equipment

The wide range of modular elements suits any need.

Vario-Top with lifting roof
and workshop equipment
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Workshop-Mobile
Perfect working in Vario-Top with lifting roof extension.
The standard and professional version of the Road Ranger Vario-Top with lifting roof are
particularly suited for working in the back. The workshop modules can be configured individually and are easy to remove – the cargo area remains flexible in use. The optional standard rear
stairs with handrail (Art. 6000106) ensures the safe entrance and exit.
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Commercial equipment - Accessories RH3/BacPac

Combination 1 for the second cargo

Combination 2 for the second cargo

Combination 3 for the second cargo

level with system plate on both sides,

level with system plates on both sides, 2

level, extra-wide, system plate on both sides,

drawer and small removable parts case.

drawers and small removable parts case

2 drawers and shelf

Art. W502101

Art. W502102

Art. W502103

Mobile box shelf

Mobile box with handle, made of dura-

with 2 narrow drawers boxes, 1 large drawer

ble plastic, gray

box with carrying handle, a drawer box with

Art. W410032

lid and handle
Art. W502105

Bench module

Mobile box with handle and lid, made

with retractable vice and sectioned storage

of durable plastic, gray

compartment

Art. W410040

Art. W502104
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Commercial equipment - Vario-Top

Vario-Top Service-Mobile
Bench module, mobile box-shelf, space for additional cargo on the retractable loading platform, a second cargo level with drawer boxes, third-level storage for long loads in the Hardtopextension to the vehicle cabin.
Customer-specific arrangements for industrial use

Vario-Top Workshop-Mobile with pop-top - for working in the back
Interior solutions with mobile box-work bench and shelving, extra storage space in the hardtop
section above the vehicle cabin.
Customer-specific arrangements for industrial use
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Commercial equipment

Hardtop BacPac

30

Transport-Mobile
You transport your goods securely with Road Ranger hardtops.
According to your needs you can choose between three different Hardtops sizes. Especially the
models BacPac and Vario-Top provide with there large opening perfect access to your goods.
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Commercial equipment

The basic roof bars include two aluminium crossbars with mounting kit.
If roof loads above 45 kg are required we recommend the use of the heavy load carrier system
to mount on the truck bed. Art. 42127

The heavy load carrier system can be combined with the Road Ranger hardtops RH3
and BacPac. In this case the load bars are
mounted with a specially for the hardtop
designed mounting kit to provide a connection between Hardtop and load bars. This
increases the roof load of the hardtop to 150
kg - ideal for heavy loads for commercial use
or for the assembly of roof tents.

Part numbers
Carrier system/cargo area

6000304

Carrier system for hardtop

6000305

Transport kit

Pic: Transport kit assembly
Art. 42128
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Ladder support (not pictured)

42128
089107

Carrier systems
A Road Ranger development, which comes to use when longer goods or heavy equipment
should be transported, consisting of two bars which are mounted in the cargo area, and a set
of base support. Road Ranger provides the best system of supports for a secure lashing of
cargo of all kinds (ladders, roof boxes, roof tents, etc.)
Maximum payload 150 kg.
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Commercial equipment

The beams can be mounted with or without hardtop and provides variable mounting positions for the compact winch.

Relay box and battery master switch mount-

Using an optional adapter of galvanized steel,

ing plate, the pre-assembled wire harness

the winch can be fitted alternatively at the

eases the installation.

tow bar.
Art. 9251043

Technical data of the winch
Permanent magnet motor/hp

0,9

Traction/t

0,8

Weight/kg

9,5

Cable length/m

15

Rope diameter/mm
Part number winch system
Adapter for tow bar
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5
250002
9251043

Winch system
The perfect loading assistant.
The massive winch bar is in the side rails of the business-hold system mounted. The compact
winch with cable remote control can be positioned variably. The maximum pulling force of the
winch of 800 kg decreases to 400 kg when mounted in the truck bed.
Winch bars GS approved, winch to EN 14492-1 (photo may vary)
Art. 250002
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Commercial equipment

Rear window protection guard
The guard is made of sturdy powder-coated steel and is designed to mount in the BusinessHold tie-down system. Combination with heavy load carrier, winch system, retractable cargo
area and all Road Ranger hardtops possible.
Various mounting kits see price list.

Part numbers
Loading space extension MultiRamp
Light bar for MultiRamp
Rear window protection guard
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240015
240016
6000307

Loading space extension
The MultiRamp - a multifunctional system to extend the loading area.
Lightweight, sturdy aluminium, yet extremely resilient to max. 320 kg. Foldable and thereby
saving space in transportation. Assembled in less than 5 minutes, the lashing of easy mounting
of course included. Versatile - for example can be used as a loading ramp or elevator ramp for
heavy loads. In addition to the optional rear lighting kit allowed under StZVO.
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Commercial equipment

BusinessHold tie-down system
This multifunctional tie down system of rugged aluminium rails ensures the safe cargo fastening on the pickup-truck bed. Load capacity up to a max. pulling-load of 300 to 400 kg. Accessories from the Road Ranger program can just as easily be mounted. System holders to mount
MultiRamp, ramps and water canister see pricelist.

Floor rail system, incl. automotive clips - Art. 6000309

Side rail system

System holder

System holder

incl. automotive clips - Art. 6000310

MultiRamp - Art. 0852802

Water tank, 10 l - Art. 21033

(also in combination with roll bar - 0852804)

Water tank, 20 l - Art. 21034

Access ramp - Art. 0852901

(also in combination with roll bar - 0852903)
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Commercial equipment - Accessories

Long goods-transportation pipe

Universal mounting kit

to be mounted on the hardtop-based carrier system. Robust, weatherproof, 270 cm long,

Mounted anywhere where additional lash-

125 mm in diameter, with cargo-return function

ing points are needed. It consists of two

Art. W410041

mounting plates including automotive clips
Art. 77149
Automotive clip/pair - Art. 78150

Second loading level

Cross bar

The loading shelf consists of the cross bar wich are be mounted to the BusinessHold tie-down

Either the second loading layer can be

system and a 2-part intermediate base plate of a 12 mm multilayered special wood

mounted or holding systems for ladders

Cross bar Art. 240025

or bicycles. The cross bars are mounted

Base plate Standard - Art. 6000400 - Extra deep - Art. 6000401

securely in the BusinessHold tie-down
system Art. 240025

Straps

Zarges Aluminium boxes

DIN EN 12195-2, from 25 mm wide polyester, TUV and GS approved quality. Road Ranger pro-

in two versions and many sizes

vides variants with clip lock, ratchet and with automotive-clip, as a ring beam or 2-pc.

See price list

See price list
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Leisure equipment
Picnic-Mobile

42

Roof tent-Mobile

43

Camp-Mobile Vario-Top

44

Camping-Mobile Vario-Top

45

Accessories
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Equitational-Mobile

50

Hunter-Mobile

51

Dog-Mobile

52

Hobby-Mobile

53

Accessories
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Leisure equipment

Picnic-Mobile
Ideal for last-minute
The Road Ranger hardtop RH3 with side flaps provides beside the kitchen module with cooker
and sink combination for an cool box and additional storage for transport boxes. The entire equipment is attached to the pull-out load floor.
A second loading area can additionally be mounted on the side rails of the BusinessHold tie-down
system which again creates more storage space. All modules can removed simply by quick release
mounting kits. The arrangement of the modules can be adapted to your needs.

42

Roof tent-Mobile
Just gone.
The easiest way to “break” down your tent and move on. The addition to the hardtop mounted
carrier system increases the load on the hardtop roof up to 150 kg - that creates the needed
place to sleep - every roof tent can be assembled.
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Leisure equipment

Camp-Mobile
Vario-Top Special
with side windows
In combination with the Road Ranger carrier
system, a commercially available roof tent can
be mounted.

Camp-Mobile Vario-Top Professional Plus
with fiberglass side doors and side windows
(hinged side windows on request)
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Camp-Mobile Vario-Top
Ideal for short trips.
Everything you need is on board. Small kitchen with sink combination in the drawer systems
boxes and seating elements. All fixtures with quick release system. Additional storage space offers the cabin mounted part of the hardtop. Optionally, we provide either a aluminium folding
stairs or a retractable rear staircase with bike carriers for easy access to the loading area.
All model versions of the Vario-Top can be equipped, depending on individual request.
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Leisure equipment

Vario-Top Profi
mit Hubdach und ausstellbaren
GFK-Seitenklappen mit Seitenscheiben

Camping-Mobil Vario-Top Professional Plus
with lifting roof, extendable GRP side flaps with windows
Accessory:
Special rear stair with bike carriers for max. two bikes - 6000107
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Camping-Mobil Vario-Top with lifting roof
Everything you need.
Equipment options like the Camp-Mobile but with additional head room in the opened pop-top
and optional pull out sleeping area which is stowed in the cabin mounted hardtop extension.
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Accessories Picnic/Roof tent-Mobile

Kitchen module

Spirit stove

Cool box 12/24/220 V

with sink, 12 V electric pump, each 12 l fresh

suitable for kitchen module 21014

47 litres capacity - Art. 70024

and waste water tanks, lockable drawer,

Art. 70023

Tie-down straps - Art. 70025

storage compartment and quick mounting/

Cover - Art. 70026

release system - Art.21014

Second loading level for additional storage

Universal mounting kit

The loading shelf consists of the cross bar to the platform, the hold-down system locks in the

Mounted anywhere where additional lash-

business and is 2-part intermediate base plate of a 12 mm multilayered special wood.

ing points are needed. Two assembly plates

Cross bar Art. 240025

including automotive clips - Art. 77149

Base plate Standard - Art. 6000400 - Extra deep - Art. 6000401

Automotive clip/pair - Art. 78150

Roof tent mattress 130 x 220 cm

Straps

in shell case - Art. 70027

acc. DIN EN 12195-2, 25 mm polyester, TÜV-

in aluminium carrying case with wooden base - Art. 32-85002

and GS approved quality
Articles refer to price list
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Leisure equipment - Camp/Camping-Mobile

Vario-Top Camp-Mobile
Fully equipped, the Camp-Mobile offers the necessary equipment for your trip - from comfortable access by aluminium folding stairs to pull-out kitchen modules under the seat with compressor refrigerator, gas cartridge stove, sink and swivel desk to cabinet modules and storage
space in the cabin mounted hardtop extension.
Assembly on customer request

Vario-Top Camping-Mobile with lifting roof
Assembly on customer request
Kitchen components, storage modules, seat elements and a sleeping possibility that can be
stowed in the cabin mounted hardtop extension.
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Leisure equipment

EquitationalMobile
English or Western - all within reach.
Saddler holder and system shelves can be
easily mounted on the pull out loading area
by using quick mounting/release kits.
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Hunter-Mobile
Fully equipped for your passion.
Whether simple loading is required or the safe transportation of your dog. We have the right
solutions. The winch system in the truck bed, the game through and the MultiRamp provides
easy loading.

Your animal companion is in DogProtect kept safely. The combination with a lockable gun
drawer is possible. Working lights and the water-canister with 12 V pump complete the equipment.
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Leisure equipment

Dog-Mobile

DogProtect - animal safety in the pickup.
The innovative development of Ranger Road
guarantees more safety for you and your animal passenger - the most professional way to
transport your dog (in accordance with road
traffic regulations).
Art. 6000308

The 3-pieces consistant cage of black powder-coated steel is mounted in the hardtop and
consists of an impact guard in the front, mesh sides and rear door element. The front and rear
elements can be flexibly adjusted to the lengths of the dog, ensuring optimal safety.

Installation is very easy and fast without drilling. Either the dog cage mounted on the BusinessHold tie-down system or fixed with special clamps to the truck bed edges.
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Hobby-Mobile
Transport solutions for every hobby.
We provide special mounting kits for the
carrier system to transport surfboard, canoe
and more. The MultiRamp, a combination of
bed extender and access ramp, ensures easy
loading.
Load carrier system - Art. 6000304
Load carrier system for hardtop - Art. 6000305
MultiRamp - Art. 240015
Rear lighting kit for MultiRamp - Art. 240016
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Accessories Equitational/Hunter/Hobby-Mobile

Shelving System, 100 x 73 x 36 cm

Saddle stands with quick-fix, including

with mounting rails - Art. 21009

mounting rail and plate (left or right side)

open - Art. W410032

with saddle pad holder - Art. 21013

for riding saddle

with lid - Art. W410040

2 mounting rails, 95 cm with

„English“ - Art. 21010

4 automotive clips - Art. 21008

„Western“ - Art. 21012

Mobil boxes plastic, with handle

Water canister

Game and transport trough with

Drawer System 120 x 35 cm,

incl. electric pump and shower

handles, robust GRP pressed part, green,

lockable, with bottom and top, with foam

10 l - Art. 21003

carrying capacity 80 kg

inserts, mounted under the DogProtect

20 l - Art. 21004

Art. 790019

Art. W502121

System support for carrier system

Access ramp folding, aluminium, 215 cm long, 115 cm folded, only 7.5 kg in weight, capac-

Universal carrier for water sports, kayak,

ity up to 250 kg. Loading ramp for pickup, vans, trailers and more. Ideal for loading motorcycle,

small boats or surfboards - Art. TH873

quad or equipment (especially in combination with our Multiramp).
Art. R007
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Competent. Innovative. Reliable.

History
Already back in 1995 Road Ranger developed
a comprehensive hardtop and accessories
program for the Volkswagen Taro and even
today we still work with the same motivation on
design of innovative, high-quality products to fit
the requirements and needs of the individual.
Our specialities are concepts for commercial
and leisure with modular equipment for any
need.
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Bodies and equipment
Volkswagen Amarok 4x4 and 4x2
Issue October 2010
Subject to change.
Pictures may differ from the final product.

Dr. Höhn GmbH
Künzelsauer Str. 13
74653 Ingelfingen
E-Mail roadranger@hoehn.de
Phone 07940 9202 41 - 42
07940 9202 45
Fax
www.hoehn.de

Your Volkswagen Partner

